
Golf Camp Activity Preparation (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Cooper
(You will automatically be placed into this Activity as your top preference if you are doing 
this camp in Camp Week – also include 5 other preferences online)
During the sessions, you will improve your golf and develop your interest and skills further 
and prepare for camp. Catering from novices to intermediate players. Sessions will be held at 
Centenary Park Golf Club, Frankston. Golf clubs and balls are provided, however students 
should supply their own hat, glove and wear suitable footwear. Transport via Ventura Bus 
Lines or Woodleigh Transit Bus or Budget Rosa Bus driven by a Woodleigh Staff Member.

Preparation for a visit to Miwatj - North East Arnhem Land (Yrs 8-10)  
Mr Aldenhoven 
(You will automatically be placed into this Activity as your top preference if you are doing 
this camp in Camp Week – also include 5 other preferences online)
As part of the Broadening Horizons program, Woodleigh School is once again offering 
a unique experience for a small number of students to visit Aboriginal communities in 
North East Arnhem Land during Activities Week. The trip would involve travelling and 
staying at Yirrkala, a main Yolgnu township, as well as visiting a remote coastal Homelands 
community. This trip will provide students with a once in a lifetime opportunity to meet 
and live with Yolgnu peoples and to gain an insight into their rich and ancient culture. 
Please note: Students participating in this trip are expected to undertake this Activity unit 
prior to departure, focussing on Yolgnu language and culture as well as undertaking cross-
cultural training.

 Snowboarding and Ski Camp Preparation (Buller, Hotham; Downhill and 
Cross Country Ski) (Yrs 7-10) Mr Adams, Mr Harrison, Mr Elmi, Ms Rudolph
(You will automatically be placed into this Activity as your top preference if you are doing 
this camp in Camp Week – also include 5 other preferences online) 
With the upcoming Snowsports Camps during Activities Week it’s time to get into shape, 
get to know those who you’ll be skiing and boarding with and begin to have some fun. 
This Activity is compulsory for all students attending these camps. If you have balloted 
for these camps for Activity Week you must participate in this Activity. Students involved 
in this Activity will undertake a program that will maintain the muscles, loosen the lungs 
and get the adrenalin going for what should be an action packed camp. Students will rotate 
through 3 programs completing sessions at school in the Mezzanine, at YMCA (Somerville 
Health & Aquatic Centre), PARC (Frankston) as well as participating in a minor games 
session either in the Woodleigh Gym or Multicourts.  Some of the activities students will 
participate in will be weight training, task specific fitness training, aqua aerobics session 
and aerobic training using gym equipment at both Somerville and the Woodleigh Gym. 
Parents please note: components of this Activity may be water based and therefore has 
some element of risk. Please refer to the front page of this pamphlet for more information. 
Transport via Ventura Bus Lines. 

$ Woodleigh Aviation: Preparation for Camp (Pre-book Yrs 7-10) 
Mr Scott
(You will automatically be placed into this Activity as your top preference if you are doing 
this camp in Camp Week – also include 5 other preferences online)
Students intending to attend this year’s Aviation Camp should ballot for this Activity. 
Camp organisation, flight planning and preparation are all part of this lead up Activity vital 
to attendees. Students unsure should discuss with Mr Scott. Transport via the Woodleigh 
Transit, Budget Rosa bus driven by Mr Scott or via Ventura Bus Lines. 
Cost: Costs depend on the number of flying hours

For Unit 4 the following dates are important:
Monday 5 June:  Unit 4 online ballot opens. Students emailed login details.

Thursday 8 June:  Unit 4 initial online ballot closes at 10:30am. 

Tuesday 13 June:  Unit 4 restricted balloting closes at 10:30am.

Unit 4 Dates:  July 21, 24, 26, 28, August 2, 4, 7, 9, 11, 23, 25.

Students who do not complete an initial online ballot (by 10:30am June 8) will have to 
complete a restricted online ballot. This will mean that students will get a low ballot choice 
or may need to complete a further restricted paper ballot sheet if most of the Activities are 
full. Students who do not complete a ballot after the final date will be placed into an 
Activity. Please choose carefully as you can be placed into any of your six selections.

To Students in Years 7 - 10
An outline of each Activity is given in the following pages,. You should read the screed 
carefully, be aware of any special requirements such as cost, equipment or materials and 
discuss your choice with your parents. If you need more information you should contact the 
teacher in charge of the Activity, or the Director of Activities, Ms Morgan. When you ballot 
for an Activity, you must be prepared to accept the Activity of your choice.

To Parents
Some Activities may incur a cost ($) where individual coaching or special equipment is 
required. Costs are shown within this pamphlet and will be charged to the next term’s 
account. If your child undertakes a cost Activity you will be notified via email or letter.

Reminders
Over the school year you are encouraged to select Activities from a minimum of three of the 
following categories: Academic Enrichment/Challenge; Leadership; Visual and Performing 
Arts; Sport and Physical Development; Health, Lifestyle and Practical Skills; Community 
Partnerships.

Practical Activities and Sunsmart
In sporting Activities you will need your sports uniform and appropriate footwear. 
Students involved in outdoor activities need to supply their own hat and sunscreen. 
Sunscreen is also available in each Homestead, the Sustainability Centre, with staff at 
outdoor venues and at the Gym in case you forget. Students must wear clothing that covers 
their shoulders, e.g. Woodleigh Polo Sports Shirt.

Non-Participants
If you miss a bus or you do not have your correct gear, you will need to attend the  
non-participants room. During this time you will have to complete written tasks (no ICT), 
quiet reading or undertake school service around the grounds or in the Reserve. If you are 
ill or injured and unable to take part in your Activity, you must bring a note of explanation 
for the teacher in charge of the Activity. 

Activities Leaving School Grounds
Some Activities may run during lunchtime, particularly those where students are leaving 
the school. Students need to consider this when balloting and be aware that they may need 
to take and eat their lunch on the journey from school or back to school.

Important Notes Adventure-Based Activities (as indicated by a to reference this page)
Some Activities are regarded as adventured-based. Being involved may have some higher 
element of risk and the possibility of injury, both of a minor and serious nature. It is 
important that both students and parents are aware of this fact. It is also important that 
you have an understanding of the nature of the Activity, if you have any questions in regard 
to a specific Activity please contact the teacher in charge of the Activity or the Director of 
Activities, Ms Morgan. If you undertake an adventure-based Activity, you may need to 
return a permission form signed by a parent. 

Activities - Unit 4 2017
Academic Enrichment / Challenge

Visual & Performing Arts

Chess and Hot Chocolate (Yrs 7-10) Mr Stephens
In this Activity we will be playing timed chess games (15 minutes each per game) and 
we will have a mini-competition amongst ourselves. Anyone can ballot for this Activity, 
from beginners to advanced players. If you don’t know the rules we will teach you them. 
Participants will be encouraged to enter the SIS competition on September 12, however 
this is optional. We will have the occasional hot chocolate to warm up our winter bones.

Creative Thinking – Art, Writing, Argument & More (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Lawler
Do you want to tap into your inner creative self across a range of disciplines? Explore Art, 
Writing, Music, Argument and much more and how to apply it to real world problems.

French Food and Film Appreciation (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Lapierre
During this Activity we will watch a series of current and classic French films and explore 
French food culture. We will discuss the differences around language, geography, society 
and culture. During each session we will explore and enjoy typical French food. 

Independent / Personal Learning Projects (Yrs 7-10) Mr Burton 
This Activity is modelled on the International Baccalaureate ‘Personal Project’ and is an 
opportunity for students to develop entrepreneurial skills. Students complete an individual 
project related to ANY topic of interest and go through a design process of research, 
planning and creation before pitching their project to a ‘shark tank’ of local business 
people. Visits to local businesses and meetings with local entrepreneurs may be organised 
during the Activity to support projects. This Activity would also be good preparation for 
students interested in the VCE Extended Investigation. Transport via Ventura Bus Lines or 
Woodleigh Transit Bus or Budget Rosa Bus driven by a Woodleigh Staff Member.

Tournament of the Minds – Challenge Program (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Pope
Do you have a passion for problem solving? Then this is the Activity for you! Tournament 
of the Minds is a problem-solving program for teams of mixed age students. There are two 
categories. In the first one you will work together on a ‘Long-Term Challenge’ based in 
one of four different areas. In these challenges, you will develop answers to given problems 
demonstrating all your creative skills. You are encouraged to explore possibilities and to 
experiment with ideas as you endeavour to produce the best possible solution. In the second 
category, you answer a question quickly and creatively as possible. This Activity culminates 
with one exciting excursion day at Deakin University where you will meet all the other 
students from different schools who have been working on the same programs as you.

Contemporary Drawing (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Dolbel
Explore your 2D drawing and layout skills in this contemporary drawing Activity. Students 
will consider, trial and utilise a range of different materials to produce drawings, with a 
focus on creative ideas and a consideration of ‘What comes next in contemporary art?’ You 
will learn how to refine ideas and concepts and experiment with new ways of expression 
through drawing. Bring your creativity and individual voice.

Dance and Choreography (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Dunphy 
In this Activity, there will be group warm-ups and sequences learned at each session. You 
will also learn the art of choreography (making dances) and you will work in small groups 
to create your own moves/sequences/dances. You will be given the opportunity to perform 
your dances live or on film. Whether you have years of dance experience, or none at all, you 
are sure to enjoy being physical and creative in this Activity.

Production Rehearsal (Pre-book Yrs 9-10)  Ms Saunders
During this unit students will rehearse for the 2017 production of The Laramie Project. 
Please ballot for this Activity if you are involved in this production. This is a pre-book 
Activity.

Camp Preparation Activities
You will automatically be placed into this Activity 
as your top preference if you are doing this camp 
in Camp Week – also include 5 other choices when 
balloting online.



$ Basic Free Diver Course (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Davis
The SSI Basic Freediving program provides you with the training and knowledge required 
to safely freedive with a buddy in a pool, or confined water environment, to a depth of 
five metres. You will be introduced to the concepts and basic skills used by recreational 
free divers in a class room and pool environment. You will learn about the physiology 
of freediving such as the urge to breathe and the mammalian dive reflex. You will learn 
about proper breathing techniques, breathing for relaxation and recovery breathing. Proper 
freediving skills covered in the pool will include finning techniques, streamlining and 
freediving safety, such as dealing with shallow water blackout. This is an advanced course 
and students will need to have prior experience of snorkelling. Students must be able to 
demonstrate competence with basic snorkelling skills in the pool. There is a cost associated 
with this Activity. The cost covers transport, pool hire, on-line training, instruction and 
certification. It excludes mask, snorkel and fins as it is the expectation that students will 
have their own to participate. Students will benefit from the training if they have their own 
set of long-bladed full foot fins. Pool sessions will be held at YMCA Somerville or PARC 
Frankston. Transport will be via Ventura Bus Lines or a Woodleigh Rosa Bus or Transit 
driven by Mr Davis or a Woodleigh staff member. Parents please note: components of this 
Activity are water based and therefore have some element of risk. Please refer to the front 
page of the pamphlet for more information. 
Cost: $150

$ Gymnastics – Boys and Girls (Yrs 7-10)   Ms Lewis
During this Activity you will venture to Mornington Youth Club and Dolphin Gymnastics 
Club in Carrum Downs. You will explore and develop your skills and see what the 
Gymnastics Community has on offer. You will work with the coaches and develop your 
skills and set individual goals for yourself to work on during the unit on both floor and 
apparatus. Transport will be via Ventura Bus Lines or a Woodleigh Rosa Bus driven by a 
Woodleigh staff member. Parents please note: there is a cost associated with this Activity. 
The cost covers transport, hire of facility and qualified coaches. 
Cost: $60 

Tennis (Yrs 7-10) Mr Andy Scott / Mr Hiram Malau
During this Activity you will be coached by a local professional tennis coach. Experienced 
and inexperienced players are welcome. You will develop your skills, rotate through a round 
robin series of matches and just play for fun. The following is essential: sports gear, flat soled 
sports shoes and hat. A tennis racquet can be provided. 

Health, Lifestyle & Practical Skills
Arty Creations from Collectables (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Schmidt
Come and use your imagination as we create pictures, dream catchers and mobiles from 
treasures that we collect along the way. We will use driftwood, paints, shells, ribbon, twine 
and many other precious finds that we can recycle and place on your wall or give for unique 
gifts. We will forage for materials at Mills Beach, Mornington and visit local opportunity 
shops in Mornington-Tyabb Road. No experience needed, just a desire to create and see 
what happens. Transport will be via Ventura Bus Lines or a Woodleigh Rosa Bus driven by 
a Woodleigh staff member.

Cooking for Beginners * (Yrs 7-8)  Ms De Jong
This Activity is suitable for students who are unfamiliar with cooking in the kitchen. It 
will involve learning some simple food preparation and cooking methods to create basic, 
tasty meals and snacks. Our supermarket shelves are increasingly occupied with processed 
and packaged food options. It is a valuable skill to be capable of creating meals with 
basic ingredients rather than purchasing the premade products available. The focus of 
this Activity will be using fresh and whole foods to create meal options. It will provide 
experiences and skills to assist recipe literacy and capability to cook meals at home. Recipes 
will include a variety of sweet and savoury food items. 
* This unit is not suitable for experienced cooks looking for a challenge.

$ Design and Make Your Own Jewellery (Yrs 7-10)  
Ms Bowden, Ms Alderton
During this Activity you will have the chance to make a piece of jewellery for yourself or 
to give to someone special. The unit will be delivered by an external professional jeweller. 
You can choose to make a pair of earrings, a ring or a pendant (necklace). You will design 
your piece, then decorate and embellish it using various techniques and materials to enable 
you to personalise your piece of jewellery. Come and make something for yourself or to give 
as a unique present. Parents please note: there is a cost for this Activity. The cost covers 
materials and instruction from an external professional jeweller.
Cost: $50

Design and Sew a Winter Free-Style Jacket (Yrs 7-10) Ms Stuart
During this Activity, you will explore a number of designs for a winter type of shawl. You 
will use simple sewing machine techniques, learn how to blanket stitch and embroider 
your final piece. As well there will be the opportunity to make decorative brooches using 
different types of fabric. Students will visit Spotlight to purchase their material. Transport 
via Ventura Bus Lines or the Budget Rosa bus or Transit driven by a Woodleigh Staff 
Member.

Explore Language, Culture and Food (Yrs 7-10) Ms Ley
Hallo! Wie gehts? Merhaba! Nasilsin? Hola! Como estas?  Konnichiwa! Genki desu ka? 
Planning on travelling round the world on that post school trip? Or perhaps you just want 
to communicate with more people in their first language right in downtown multicultural 
Melbourne? Learn how to order a meal, ask for directions to the next restaurant or introduce 
yourself and make a new friend in German, Turkish, Japanese and Spanish. We may have 
the opportunity to visit a Japanese restaurant in Mt Eliza to practice. Create your favorite 
animal in origami, try a German recipe or write your name in Hiragana using the Japanese 
art form of Calligraphy. Let’s have fun babbling in other languages! Transport via Ventura 
Bus Lines or the Budget Rosa bus or Transit driven by a Woodleigh Staff Member.

$ Yoga and Wellbeing (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Higgins
This Activity will focus on postures, breathing, relaxation, movements and stretching 
whilst aiming to develop an awareness of the mind-body connection. You will have the 
opportunity to relax using self-chosen imagery, music and or muscle tensing. During 
the sessions we will explore other means of relaxation and mindfulness to enhance our 
wellbeing. Classes will be taken by a qualified Yoga teacher and Woodleigh staff member. 
Parents please note: there is a cost associated with this Activity. The cost covers instruction 
from a qualified Yoga teacher.
Cost: $50

$ Glass Slumping and Fusing (Yrs 7-10) Ms Macdonald
Students will have the opportunity to prepare, design and construct fused and slumped 
glass projects. Warm glass is a technique where cut glass is arranged and layered and while 
cold, is then fired to melt and form a new shape. Skills will include: cutting glass, preparing 
glass for firing, fusing and slumping. Students can expect to produce a number of finished 
pieces; such as small plates, bowls, window hangers and jewellery. Parents please note: 
there is a cost for this Activity. The cost covers materials and instruction. 
Cost: $50

Guitar Techniques (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Trenwith
Feel like improving your skills and repertoire on the guitar? Then ‘Guitar Techniques’ is the 
Activity for you. The focus of this Activity is on setting goals, reflecting on ways guitarists 
can improve their playing, and hopefully learning some new tricks along the way. You will 
be encouraged to share what you know with the others in the group and there will be plenty 
of times for just jamming. Students must have their own guitar at school each Activity day.

ICT - Technology

Community Partnerships

 $ Indoor Climbing (Yrs 8-9)  Mr McRae
In this Activity we will be climbing at the Bayside Rock Indoor Climbing and Adventure 
Centre in Carrum Downs. This is great chance to try out rock climbing. Transport via 
Ventura Bus lines or a Budget Rosa or school Transit Bus driven by a Woodleigh Staff 
Member. Parents please note: Rockclimbing is an adventure based activity and has some 
element of risk and therefore the possibility of injury associated with being involved. 
Students will be involved in climbing a range of indoor rock faces at the centre whilst 
being belayed by other students. There is a cost associated with this Activity. The cost 
covers transport, hire of facility, use of safety gear and qualified instructors.
Cost: $60

The Groove Lab (Yrs 7-10) Mr Bakker
The Groove Lab is a ‘No Speaking and No Shoes’ moving meditation, a way to better 
understand yourself and process your emotions using dance. The Groove Lab is a great 
stress relief and a whole lot of fun. There’s an atmosphere of acceptance and very little 
self-consciousness to be found. Anybody who is willing to give new things a go is welcome!

The Model Club (Yrs 7-10)  Mr Ryan
This Activity is for those students who love to build model planes/cars etc from kits or have a 
passion for painting Warhammer figures. You can continue projects begun at home, or start 
something new. For ‘beginners’ there will be plenty of ‘experts’ around to guide you. There 
will be an opportunity for Warhammer tournaments as well. BYO kits and enthusiasm.

Photography and Photoshop (Yrs 7-10)               Mr Allsop
The Woodleigh environment is a wonderful place for artistic photo opportunities. We will 
cover portraiture (people/animals), landscape, weather time lapse and fast-moving sporting 
action. You will learn about light, photo composition and examine what makes an excellent 
photo and how to best enhance your pictures using both camera techniques and software 
features. We will start from the very basics and develop your skills in the industry standard 
photo manipulation software program - Photoshop. You will need to supply your own 
digital camera. (An SLR would be good, but not necessary - a phone is good fall back). 
Images may be submitted to some photography competitions.

GameMaker - Make Computer Games (Yrs 7-10) Mr Chapple
Learn to use GameMaker to make computer games. You will start with a simple game that 
anyone can make and then progress and improve your skills. Learn how to animate sprites, 
build a game from scratch, follow a tutorial or alter an existing game to suit your style. If 
you are doing GameMaker as a Year 9/10 elective, please do not ballot for this Activity. 

Girls Coding- Introduction (Yrs 7-10) Ms Zara
Ever wondered what coding is but have been a bit too intimidated to get involved? Come 
and have some fun by being part of a supportive community and use your creativity, 
problem-solving and collaboration skills to gain a practical understanding of basic coding 
concepts through experimenting. In these (girls only) sessions, we will explore what coding 
is and you will learn to use blocks and written code to complete tasks and start your own 
project. Students will work together to discover new skills in coding and computer science.

Sport & Physical Development

Visual & Performing Arts

Audio Trails at Woodleigh and Kids Teaching Kids (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Janky
This Activity is for students with an interest in the Woodleigh environment who are keen 
to work with media to showcase the Reserve and AgHort area. We will be working with 
an external organisation and sound engineer to develop the first Woodleigh Audio Trail 
that will take people on an app based tour and teach them about this beautiful space. It 
is expected that students will commit to two consecutive units in this Activity to ensure 
continuity to complete the project. This process will then be presented by the students 
to a wider school based audience at the Point Nepean Kids Teaching Kids workshop in 
September. Closed-toe sturdy shoes required.



Brian Henderson Reserve / Field Gnats (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Darby
Are you interested in wildlife and the environment? Do you like being in the great outdoors? 
In this Activity you will support the day-to-day management of the Brian Henderson 
Reserve. You might feed the animals, contribute to enclosure set-up and maintenance, 
remove weeds, assist with pest animal control, plant new plants, collect bush foods, prepare 
animal meals, perform biodiversity surveys and carry out fence and track maintenance. 
Some tasks may also be performed outside the boundaries of the Reserve. If the weather is 
too cold, we meet in the Science building and can tend to the animals kept there. Closed-
toe sturdy shoes required. Water bottle recommended.

Cross Campus Leadership (Yrs 7-9) Dr Owens
This Activity is for students who are interested in developing their leadership skills. The 
sessions will include a practical focus on the organisation of games for younger students 
at Minimbah and Penbank, as well as workshops aimed at improving your leadership, 
communication and organisational skills. The Activity will provide opportunities to 
contribute to the development of the school community, while having fun with students 
from across all campuses. Transport via Ventura Bus Lines or the Budget Rosa bus or 
Transit driven by a Woodleigh Staff Member.

Give a Square – Knit or Crochet for Charity (Yrs 7-10)  Ms Farquharson
Come together with other students to create a blanket or scarf for charity. Using bought or 
donated wool, we will knit or crochet 10x10cm squares, which we will then sew together to 
create blankets or scarves and donate the finished items to charity. Wool, knitting needles 
and crochet hooks will be available to use. No experience is required. Beginning and 
experienced crafters welcome!

Round Square Preparation (Pre-book Yrs 7-10)  Ms Wharington
This unit will focus on exploring and developing the leadership, presentation, public 
speaking and creative engagement skills needed to head the Round Square Baraza group. 
A variety of different games, exercises and activities will be explored throughout the unit.

Social Entrepreneurs (Yrs 7-10) Ms Kaindel
Are you creative, ambitious, capable, adventurous and driven? Do you have ideas and dreams 
of making a positive contribution to your local or global community?  Don’t know where to 
start? Then this is the Activity for you. Working closely with mentors and leadership from 
the YMCA, you will be introduced to social enterprise while gaining practical skills and 
invaluable experience to apply to both the task at hand and in all future entrepreneurial 
endeavors. You will also be introduced to some of Melbourne’s most inspiring young 
social entrepreneurs and be offered the opportunity to stay connected to a community of 
likeminded people who are making a creating positive social change. Sound like you?  See 
Ms Kaindel for more details.

Wood - Build and Construct (Yrs 7-10)  Dr Simpson
Continue the work already started with the Woodleigh Maintenance Crew in previous 
Activities. You will learn techniques, safe building practices and work as a team to continue 
projects and maintenance within the Brian Henderson Reserve, Arboreal enclosure or other 
construction tasks. This Activity is hands-on and for a small group of students interested in 
creative teamwork. Closed-toe sturdy shoes required.

Community Partnerships


